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Abstract—In this paper, we focus on experience-based role play5
with virtual agents to provide young adults at the risk of exclu-6
sion with social skill training. We present a scenario-based serious7
game simulation platform. It comes with a social signal interpre-8
tation component, a scripted and autonomous agent dialog and9
social interaction behavior model, and an engine for 3-D rendering10
of lifelike virtual social agents in a virtual environment. We show11
how two training systems developed on the basis of this simulation12
platform can be used to educate people in showing appropriate13
socioemotive reactions in job interviews. Furthermore, we give an

Q1
14

overview of four conducted studies investigating the effect of the15
agents’ portrayed personality and the appearance of the environ-16
ment on the players’ perception of the characters and the learning17
experience.

Q2
18

Index Terms—.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

P EDAGOGICAL role play with virtual agents offers great21

promise for social skill training. It provides learners with22

a realistic, but safe environment that enables them to train spe-23

cific verbal and nonverbal behaviors in order to adapt to socially24

challenging situations. At the same time, learners benefit from25

the gamelike environment, which increases not only their en-26

joyment and motivation but also enables them to take a step27

back from the environment and think about their behavior if28

necessary.29

In this paper, we will present a scenario-based serious game30

simulation platform that supports social training and coaching in31

the context of job interviews. The game simulation platform has32

been developed in the TARDIS project [1] and further extended33
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Fig. 1. User interacting with TARDIS. Paperboard cards give hints on how to
behave for each phase of a job interview.

in the EmpaT project [2]. The platform includes technology 34

to detect the users’ emotions and social attitudes in real time 35

through voice, gestures, and facial expressions during the in- 36

teraction with a virtual agent as a job interviewer. To achieve 37

their pedagogical goals, TARDIS and EmpaT need to expose the 38

players to situations in the learning environment that evoke sim- 39

ilar reactions in them as real job interviews. They require a high 40

demand for computational intelligence and perceptual skills in 41

order to understand the player’s socioemotional reactions and 42

optimally adapt the pace of learning. 43

In TARDIS, users were able to interact with a virtual recruiter 44

that responded to their paraverbal and nonverbal behaviors (see 45

Fig. 1). However, users were not immersed in the physical setting 46

in which the job interview took place (e.g., the building and the 47

room style, the employees, or the specific atmospheric setup). 48

Furthermore, the TARDIS users’ experience is limited to the job 49

interview setup, in which the user sits in front of the virtual job 50

recruiter at a desk. 51

EmpaT embeds the job interview into a virtual environment 52

that comes with a virtual personal assistant who explains every 53

step of the job interview experience. Moreover, the virtual envi- 54

ronment allows simulating various challenges that come along 55

with job interviews, as that users may navigate through to find 56

the room where the actual job interview will take place (see 57

Fig. 2). On their way to the interview, users arrive to the re- 58

ception desk asking for the job interview appointment and wait 59

until they are called for the interview in the nearby lobby. In 60
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Fig. 2. Company building in EmpaT, in which the interview takes place.

the waiting phase, users can observe the daily routine of the61

simulated employees. The EmpaT system allows confronting62

users with situations that might increase their uneasiness, for63

example, when having to ask unfriendly personnel for direc-64

tions or in case of interruptions during the actual job interview.65

Thus, EmpaT enables a more comprehensive experience that66

includes all phases of a job interview from entering to leaving67

the building of the company where the job interview takes place.68

In the following, we will first discuss related work on the69

use of computer-enhanced role play for social coaching. After70

that, we will analyze elements of game design that may have71

an impact on the achievement of pedagogical goals in social72

coaching. We then present the serious game simulation platform73

that supports social learning in the context of job interviews.74

Finally, we present four studies we conducted to investigate the75

impact of serious games for social skill training and the influence76

of the agents’ behaviors and the physical environment on the77

players’ perception of the agents and the learning experience.78

II. RELATED WORK79

Computerized social skill training tools have seen rapid evo-80

lution in recent years due to advances in the areas of social81

signal processing as well as improvements in the audio-visual82

rendering of virtual agents. Such tools are meant to complement83

or even substitute traditional training approaches.84

A variety of serious games employs role play with virtual85

agents that foster reflection about socioemotional interactions.86

An example includes the anti-bullying Game FearNot! that has87

been developed within the project eCircus [3]. The project in-88

vestigates how social learning may be enhanced through inter-89

active role play with virtual agents that establish empathetic90

relationships with the learners. It creates interactive stories in a91

virtual school with embodied conversational agents in the role92

of bullies, helpers, victims, etc. The children run through vari-93

ous bullying episodes, interact with the virtual agents after each94

episode, and provide advice to them. The benefit of educational95

role plays of this kind lies in the fact that they promote reflective96

thinking. Results of a conducted evaluation [4] showed that the97

system had a positive effect on the children’s abilities to cope 98

with bullying. 99

Role play with virtual agents has also been a popular ap- 100

proach to educate users in cultural sensitivity. Employing role 101

play with virtual agents that represent different cultures, users 102

are supposed to develop a better understanding of other cultures. 103

Eventually, the users are expected to develop intercultural empa- 104

thy and reduce their negative attitude toward other cultures. An 105

example of such a system has been developed within the eCute 106

project: The objective of MIXER (moderating interactions for 107

cross-cultural empathic relationships)1 is to enable users to ex- 108

perience emotions that are usually elicited during interactions of 109

members of a different group [5]. To this end, children are con- 110

fronted with scenarios in which virtual agents appear to violate 111

previously introduced rules in a game scenario. Such a situa- 112

tion leads inevitably to frustration and negative attitudes toward 113

members of the other group. By interacting with MIXED, chil- 114

dren are expected to learn to reflect about behaviors of other 115

groups and reconsider potentially existing prejudices against 116

them. The setting was inspired by the card-game BARNGA, 117

which has been successfully used for cultural training of adults 118

[6]. Other than expected by the authors, the MIXER game did 119

not foster cultural awareness in children in a pilot study. The 120

authors assumed that the learning objectives MIXER was de- 121

signed to meet were not appropriate for the age group that was 122

not able to cope with the negative rule-clash-based conflict. 123

While the above-described systems analyze the user’s verbal 124

and nonverbal behaviors for the purpose of the interaction, their 125

primary objective is to help users cope with socially challeng- 126

ing situations. They do not aim at teaching users appropriate 127

socioemotional communication skills directly. 128

Within the project ASD-Inclusion [7], techniques for the 129

recognition of human socioemotional behaviors have been em- 130

ployed to help children who have autism to improve their socioe- 131

motional communication skills. A game platform with virtual 132

agents has been developed that enables children to learn how 133

emotions can be expressed and recognized via gestures, facial, 134

and vocal expressions in a virtual game world. A requirement 135

analysis revealed the need to incorporate an appropriate incen- 136

tive system to keep children engaged. Therefore, the authors 137

implemented a monetary system which rewarded children with 138

virtual money for improved performance from which they could 139

buy items for their avatars. 140

Furthermore, social signal processing techniques have been 141

employed to automatically record and analyze the learner’s so- 142

cial and emotional signals, whereas virtual agents are employed 143

to simulate various social situations, such as social gatherings 144

[8] or public speeches [9]. Similar to our work is a job interview 145

simulation with a virtual agent by Hoque et al. [10]. They ex- 146

plored the impact of the job interview training environment on 147

MIT students and concluded that students who used the system 148

to train, experienced a larger performance increase than students 149

who used conventional methods. These results are encouraging 150

for our research. However, while Hoque et al. recruited MIT 151

students as participants, our target group are job-seeking young 152

1http://ecute.eu/mixer/
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people who have been categorized as being at risk of exclusion.153

Furthermore, they did not explicitly incorporate elements from154

games to increase the players’ motivation.155

A number of studies reveal the positive effects of gamelike156

environments for social coaching. However, the research con-157

ducted in the eCute project also points out difficulties in design-158

ing a gamelike environment that achieves particular pedagogical159

goals. Overall, there is still a lack of knowledge on the relation-160

ship between specific game attributes and learning outcomes.161

In the next section, we use the taxonomy by Bedwell and col-162

leagues [11] as a starting point for the analysis of game attributes163

in TARDIS and EmpaT.164

III. GAME EXPERIENCE165

To support social coaching in TARDIS and EmpaT, we incor-166

porated elements from serious games for which we hypothesized167

a positive effect on learning. To this end, we consulted the work168

by Wilson et al. [12] as well as Bedwell et al. [11] who identified169

eight categories of game attributes designers should be espe-170

cially aware of when developing gamified environments: action171

language, assessment, conflict/challenge, control, environment,172

game fiction, human interaction, immersion, and rules/goals. In173

the remainder of this section, we take a closer look upon seven174

of these game attribute categories (we will not include human175

interaction, as there is no human interaction in the two job in-176

terview training games) and describe to what extent they have177

been taken into account during the design of the job interview178

games in TARDIS and EmpaT.179

A. Nonverbal and Paraverbal Behavior as an180

“Action Language”181

Action language defines the way how users interact with the182

game (e.g., by using a joystick or a keyboard). It is an important183

aspect to consider when designing gamified environments as the184

mode of interaction may have a strong influence on the learn-185

ing outcome [12]. In commercial computer games, the action186

language employed to communicate with the game represents187

a well-defined mapping between commands to be input by the188

user and actions to be executed by the game. Unlike commercial189

games, TARDIS and EmpaT rely on natural forms of interaction190

with focus on paraverbal and nonverbal behavior to which the191

interview agents react in a believable manner.192

This form of interaction poses particular challenges to the193

design of the interaction. Due to deficiencies of current technol-194

ogy to process natural language input, effective strategies had195

to be found to support a consistent and coherent conversational196

flow. Based on an evaluation of Façade, a gamelike interactive197

storytelling scenario with conversational agents, Mehta et al.198

[13] came up with a number of guidelines and recommenda-199

tions for dialogue design in gamelike environments, such as200

avoiding shallow confirmations of user input and supporting201

the user’s abilities to make sense of recognition flaws. Both in202

TARDIS and in EmpaT, the user is supposed to play a role that203

is in accordance by the learning goals. To support a smooth con-204

versational flow, the virtual agents provide explicit interaction205

prompts. That is the agents are modeled in a way that they are206

requesting specific information from the user. This way, the user 207

knows what kind of input is required and learns at the same time 208

which questions are typically asked in a job interview. As long 209

as the user follows the rules of the game, there is no need to 210

conduct a deep semantic analysis of the user’s utterances even 211

though some simple form of keyword spotting has shown ben- 212

eficial. Due to the design of the scenario, failures of the natural 213

language understanding technologies could be interpreted as 214

communication issues that typically arise in job interviews. For 215

example, a virtual job interviewer shifting to another topic due 216

to natural language understanding problems may still provide 217

a compelling performance, for example, by indicating boredom 218

of the previous topic. Text-based input would facilitate the anal- 219

ysis of natural language input significantly. However, this option 220

had to be discarded in our case. First, text-based input would 221

break the illusion of a realistic job interview. Second, users 222

are expected to acquire appropriate paraverbal and nonverbal 223

behaviors that have to be synchronized with their speech. Con- 224

sequently, the game environment should enable them to practice 225

these behaviors. 226

B. Assessment Through Social Sensing 227

Assessment refers to the feedback given to the user on their 228

progress [14]. In order to keep users motivated, it is essential to 229

provide feedback to them on how well they are doing so far and 230

how advanced they are regarding specific goals [11]. In a social 231

setting with virtual agents, direct feedback can be given natu- 232

rally by the agents’ nonverbal and verbal cues. However, users 233

might not always understand such implicit cues. Learning to read 234

somebody’s body language could be the topic of a serious game 235

on its own, but would distract from the actual learning goals 236

here. In order to increase the agents’ believability in TARDIS 237

and EmpaT, they respond immediately to the user’s input by 238

appropriate nonverbal and verbal cues. However, we also in- 239

corporated more explicit feedback in TARDIS and EmpaT that 240

helps users improve their behavior in subsequent interactions. 241

In TARDIS, we implemented a reward system that remuner- 242

ates users after execution of successful actions. To encourage 243

adequate behaviors, the system scores the users’ performance 244

and rewards him or her with points if he or she behaves in com- 245

pliance with behaviors specified on a game card (see Fig. 1). A 246

score for the user’s behavior is computed in real time during the 247

interaction by using sensing devices to recognize social cues, 248

such as a smile or crossed arms. Providing feedback on social 249

behavior is an ambitious task due to the high amount of subjec- 250

tivity and lack of transparency. For example, it may be coun- 251

terproductive to tell the user that he or she appears disengaged 252

without giving him or her the reasons for such an assessment. 253

Therefore, TARDIS offers additional feedback to users in a de- 254

briefing phase through a graphical user interface that highlights 255

social cues that contributed to the system’s assessment of the 256

user’s behavior (see Section IV-D). 257

In EmpaT, we are currently exploring possibilities of giving 258

users continuous feedback on their behavior and progress. The 259

challenge consists in providing such feedback without disturb- 260

ing the flow of the game. Currently, we are investigating the use 261
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of signal lights to give feedback on paraverbal and nonverbal262

behavior dynamically and in real time. For example, the signal263

light for eye contact would turn red if someone is not keeping eye264

contact with the interviewer for a predefined ratio of time, but265

the signal light would adapt dynamically and turn green again266

if the participant succeeds in keeping eye contact for longer267

than the above-mentioned ratio of time. Furthermore, we are268

studying immediate reactions of the virtual interview agent to269

the users’ behavior, such as exhorting users if they interrupt the270

virtual agent during its speech. This kind of assessment raises271

awareness of how to behave during job interviews and enable272

them to learn how to apply nonverbal behavior adequately. Fur-273

thermore, positive feedback improves the users’ self-efficacy274

and enhances their motivation to keep on training social skills275

behaviors.276

C. Different Levels of Conflict/Challenge277

Adding conflict/challenge leads to difficulties and problems278

within the game that need to be solved, as well as to uncer-279

tainties enhancing the tension. For instance, random events like280

employees coming into the interview room and disturbing the281

interaction can add unforeseeable aspects. Another example282

would be that participants can be confronted with job interview283

questions of varying difficulty enhancing replayability. Thus,284

conflict/challenge is a driving force within the game that keeps285

the users motivated to proceed [11], [15]. It is important to note286

that it is crucial to define difficulty levels carefully, so the game287

is sufficiently challenging, but not too difficult [12].288

Within TARDIS and EmpaT, we implemented various levels289

of difficulty offering a challenging experience for users with290

different levels of job interview experience.291

TARDIS makes use of one virtual agent with different social292

behavior profiles, understanding and demanding, which conse-293

quently influence the level of difficulty of the simulation as well294

as the impact on the user.295

In EmpaT, job interviews are performed by one out of two296

virtual interviewers of different age: a young and middle-aged297

male, and a 50-years old female (see Fig. 3, center and right-298

hand sides) reflecting experience and status of the agent [16].299

Furthermore, these agents express different nonverbal and verbal300

behaviors which portray the agents’ personality (understanding,301

demanding, and neutral) [17]. Depending on their personality302

profile, these agents evoke emotions in the user that are experi-303

enced in real job interviews and thus enhance the realism of the304

simulation (see Section V). Also, the EmpaT realization pro-305

vides users with an understanding personal assistant that guides306

the user through the interview experience (see Fig. 3, left-hand307

side).308

In addition to increasing the level of difficulty by agents rep-309

resenting a higher status, EmpaT introduces critical events in310

the job interview. For instance, in an entry level job interview,311

there is a young interview agent in casual clothing behaving in312

amiable manner and asking easy and common interview ques-313

tions. In comparison, at a higher level, the age and appearance314

of the interview agent reflect a more experienced member of the315

organization or even the leader of the company. Questions in the316

Fig. 3. Virtual 3-D environment (VRE) social agents.

higher level job interview are less common or even provoking. 317

Thus, interviewees have to adapt to the enhanced degree of dif- 318

ficulty through different behavior. Also, random events can be 319

added. For example, another virtual agent might enter the room 320

or the interviewer might make a challenging comment on the 321

user’s behavior. This way, the game can be modulated to create 322

tension and stress in the users similarly to a real job interview 323

situation, thus enhancing the realism of the simulation. Provid- 324

ing challenges to the users can lead to reduced anxiety in real 325

job interview situations and improved self-efficacy because the 326

users already have experienced similar situations in the training 327

game. Moreover, customizable difficulty and random events en- 328

hance replayability, further increasing exposure to the training 329

environment. 330

D. Guided Control 331

Control describes how much users can influence the game by 332

their actions [11], [15]. A high level of control can positively 333

impact the users’ experience, but it can also be detrimental if 334

users get lost within the environment [11]. Within the EmpaT 335

job interview training, the user can walk around freely to explore 336

the virtual environment. However, at some point, the user will 337

be led to the meeting room by the virtual interviewer. 338

When designing the dialog with the virtual interviewer, the 339

question arises of how much control should be given to the 340

user. A mixed-initiative dialog gives more freedom to the user. 341

However, it also requires more sophisticated language under- 342

standing capabilities than system-initiative dialog. In [18], we 343

compared the system-initiative dialog with mixed-initiative di- 344

alog in a soap-opera-like game environment that included a 345

text input interface to enable users to communicate with virtual 346

agents. The users preferred the mixed-initiative dialog over the 347

system-initiative dialogue even though the mixed-initiative dia- 348

log was less robust. Apparently, the experiential advantages of 349

the mixed-initiative dialog compensated for the lower amount 350

of accuracy in natural language understanding. 351
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TARDIS and EmpaT rely on a speech-based input which352

comes with even greater challenges than a text-based input.353

Therefore, we decided to implement the less demanding option354

of system-initiative dialog in order to ensure a smooth flow of355

dialogue. This interaction style appears to match the situation356

of a job interview well where the applicants are not expected to357

take over control. Furthermore, the system-initiative dialog still358

gives autonomy to the users. During the actual interview, users359

can focus on the main aspects of the simulation: the questions360

the interviewer asks, their answers, and their paraverbal and361

nonverbal behavior—still leaving a high level of control to users362

through speech and body movement. Thus, the simulation and363

its outcomes depend on users’ own actions. This setup enhances364

realism and gives users the opportunity to experiment with their365

nonverbal behavior and learn about consequences.366

E. Realistic Environment367

The environment defines where users find themselves in the368

game and how they see the world [11]. In EmpaT, users see369

the world in first person view as they walk through a realistic370

office building. The entrance hall of the company building has a371

reception desk, where users are welcomed by a virtual agent, a372

waiting room where users wait to be picked up by the interview373

agent, and various rooms where the interview can be conducted.374

Through different places, the situation becomes more realistic as375

users get to know various stages and a variety of job interview376

scenarios. Moreover, different rooms for interview scenarios377

can have entirely different effects on users. Thus they can be378

used strategically to influence users’ interview experience. For379

example, in an easy version of the interview game, users are380

welcomed at the reception and then guided into the meeting381

room, whereas in harder levels, users could initially be seated382

at the waiting area to raise stress level as they are waiting to be383

guided into the office of the CEO of the company.384

F. Game Fiction Employing Intrinsic Fantasy385

Unexpected and unusual concepts have proven to be able to386

increase engagement of users since they can trigger their curios-387

ity and fantasy. Malone [19] distinguishes between two types of388

fantasies: intrinsic and extrinsic. In the case of extrinsic fantasy,389

a problem, e.g., solving a mathematical equation, may be simply390

overlaid with a game, for example, winning a sports competi-391

tion. Whether or not gamers make progress toward the goal of392

the fantasy depends on their abilities to solve the posed problem,393

but not on events in the fantasy. In the case of intrinsic fantasy,394

a problem, e.g., learning social skills, is presented as a com-395

ponent of the fantasy world, e.g., interacting with a virtual job396

interviewer in a three-dimensional (3-D) world. Malone states397

that intrinsic fantasies are more interesting and more instruc-398

tional than extrinsic fantasies. In TARDIS and EmpaT, we rely399

on intrinsic fantasy. That is, there is a close connection between400

the application of skills and the fantasy world.401

A related concept discussed in the literature is curios-402

ity. According to Malone, games can evoke the curiosity by403

putting users in the environment with “optimal level of infor-404

mation complexity.” The environment should be neither too405

complicated nor too simple concerning the users’ existing 406

knowledge. Moreover, it should be novel and surprising, but 407

not incomprehensible. In EmpaT, we increase the user’s cu- 408

riosity by providing them with some initial information on the 409

job but having them discover by themselves details of the job 410

interview (such as the style, format, length, and questions). 411

G. Immersion and Emotional Involvement 412

The phenomenon of immersion has been intensely studied 413

in the context of computer games. Immersion roughly relates 414

to the degree of involvement in a game. Bedwell et al. [11] 415

link immersion to four attributes that may influence learning 416

progress: objects and agents, representation, sensory stimuli, 417

and safety. 418

First, the degree of immersion experienced is determined 419

by the objects and agents included in the game scenario. In 420

TARDIS, we did not pay much attention to the environment of 421

the job interview, but only placed the agents into an office room. 422

EmpaT goes beyond TARDIS by including a virtual building of 423

a company that is inhabited by a variety of agents with different 424

roles. 425

To increase the user’s immersion, the agents in the game need 426

to come across as believable. While, for decades, research has 427

concentrated on geometric body modeling and the development 428

of animation and rendering techniques for virtual agents, other 429

qualities have now come in focus as well, including the simula- 430

tion of conversational and socioemotional behaviors including 431

peculiarities induced by individual personality traits [20]. In 432

order to get immersed in a game, users need to invest emo- 433

tional energy into the game. Strong emotional involvement may 434

be achieved by a compelling performance of the agents in the 435

game. 436

In comparison to TARDIS, EmpaT employs nonplayer agents 437

(NPCs) with autonomous behavior and very limited interac- 438

tion abilities to create a believable background atmosphere (see 439

Fig. 4). For example, on a busy office day, employees meet more 440

frequently. Hence, there is more traffic in the corridor. Further- 441

more, NPCs can react friendly or harshly when the user passes 442

by adding, even more, possibilities to influence users’ emotions 443

(such as anger, frustration, or joy) during the simulated job in- 444

terview. 445

Second, the user’s sense of immersion depends on repre- 446

sentation, i.e., on how realistic the user perceives the gaming 447

environment. To address the aspect of representation, we in- 448

corporated findings of organizational and industrial psychology 449

regarding professional job interview procedures, format, and 450

structure. For example, we included common question types, 451

such as situational questions (e.g., “Imagine your department is 452

working with an outdated administration software. By experi- 453

ence, you know a newer alternative. However, your coworkers 454

are critical about this new software. What would you do in this 455

situation?” [21]). 456

Third, the user’s sense of immersion is influenced by sen- 457

sory stimuli that users perceive during the game experience. 458

We added, among other things, bird sounds, changing light- 459

ing conditions throughout the interview process reflecting a 460
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Fig. 4. Locations of the virtual 3-D environment.

changing daytime, and virtual agents walking around talking to461

each other (see the previously paragraph). These sensory stim-Q3 462

uli let users immerse more deeply into the virtual environment463

as the environment is vivid and changing instead of an entirely464

sterile environment without any noise.465

Fourth, the aspect of safety is defined as a lack of fear toward466

any negative consequences outside of the training situation, thus467

leading to more immersion because users can allow themselves468

to dive into the situation and try out different strategies without469

real-world penalties [11]. Indeed, within the game environment,470

challenging situations might occur in which users feel stress or471

ashamed, but this experience only enhances the realism of the472

simulation as these emotions come close to real job interview473

situations.474

In conclusion, we map real-world job interview procedures475

into a safe virtual environment. This lessens the interview anxi-476

ety, elicits emotions in realistic scenarios, and enhances training477

transfer into real-world job interview situation.478

H. Rules/Goals479

Rules/goals are defined rules after which to play and objec-480

tives that users have to try to achieve within the game [11],481

[15]. The primary goal within the two job interview scenarios482

is to complete job interviews successfully using adequate par-483

averbal and nonverbal behavior. Alongside this goal, the user484

is confronted with smaller goals throughout the interview, e.g.,485

focus on eye contact during the introduction of the organization486

or presenting oneself at the beginning of the interview while487

speaking loud enough and with energetic speech modulation.488

All these small goals lead the way to the primary aim of suc-489

ceeding in the complete simulated job interview and eventually490

to succeed in real-life job interviews. Thus, they motivate and491

guide users toward improving themselves in applying paraver-492

bal and nonverbal behavior as well as in enhancing declarative493

and procedural knowledge about job interviews.494

Fig. 5. EmpaT architecture and processing flow.

IV. ARCHITECTURE 495

The EmpaT architecture extends the TARDIS architecture by 496

the following several aspects: 497

1) three-dimensional virtual environment rendering engine 498

instead of 3-D agent rendering engine; 499

2) extended remote control and logging mechanisms; 500

3) higher resolution depth camera sensors. 501

Fig. 5 shows the following main components and the data 502

flow of the architecture: 503

1) a real-time social signal interpretation framework (SSI); 504

2) a behavior and interaction modeling and execution tool 505

(VSM) that can be controlled remotely; 506

3) a 3-D virtual environment rendering engine (VRE) that 507

are asynchronously coordinated with events exchanged 508

by a UDP network architecture. 509

Each component comes with its own UDP sender and receiver 510

interface. The components SSI, VSM are freely available for re- 511

search purposes. The VRE component is based on the Unity3D2 512

rendering engine, which is also freely available. 513

The system continually captures, analyzes, and logs the user’s 514

voice, gestures, and posture. The minimal processing time for 515

generating a reaction of the current virtual interaction partner 516

is between 25 and 50 ms. The variation in time depends on the 517

amount of signal data of the various communicative channels 518

(voice, gesture, and posture) that have to be analyzed during 519

a user’s input action (see Section IV-A). The reaction genera- 520

tion is always triggered by a user’s voice action. The generation 521

of nonverbal feedback of the virtual interaction partner (e.g., 522

smiling and nodding backchanneling) starts immediately con- 523

cerning the above-mentioned timing. The generation of verbal 524

reactions (e.g., comments to a user’s input) starts as soon as 525

the user has finished speaking plus a configurable offset of 2 s, 526

in which the user can carry on talking, letting the system wait 527

again. We identified by rule of thumb and by user feedback 528

that 2 s seem to be experienced as an adequate “waiting time.” 529

Future versions of the interaction management will be based 530

on a sophisticated turn-taking model that considers various turn 531

related signals (e.g., gaze and head movement). 532

The system runs on a high-performance Windows 10 PC with 533

an Intel i7 Hexa-Core at 3.5 GHz, 16 MB Main Memory, and 534

a 2-GB SSD for fast data recording. It requires a high-quality 535

graphics card (NVIDIA GTX 980) and a monitor that is big 536

enough to display the agent in a realistic size (32′′). To cancel 537

the environmental noise, the user’s voice is recorded with a head 538

2http://unity3d.com
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microphone (Sure SM10 and TASKCAM US144-MKII USB539

Microphone Interface). The Microsoft Kinect II depth sensor540

captures head movements, gestures, and posture.541

A. Social Signal Interpretation542

For capturing the user’s social cues, we make use of the543

Social Signal Interpretation framework (SSI)3 [22]. SSI is im-544

plemented in C/C++ and makes use of multiple CPU cores. The545

SSI framework offers tools to record, analyze, and recognize546

the human behavior, such as gestures, facial expressions, head547

nods, and emotional speech. Following, a patch-based design548

pipelines are set up from autonomic components and allow the549

parallel and synchronized processing of sensor data from multi-550

ple input devices. Furthermore, SSI supports machine learning551

pipelines including the fusion of multiple channels and the syn-552

chronization between multiple computers.553

For TARDIS and EmpaT, we implemented pipelines that in-554

clude the detection of the following behavioral cues.555

1) Body and facial features: Postures, gestures, head gaze,556

smiles, motion energy, overall activation.557

2) Audio features: Voice activity, intensity, loudness, pitch,558

audio energy, duration, pulses, periods, unvoiced frames,559

voice breaks, jitter, shimmer, harmonicity, speech rate.560

Besides enabling the system to react to the user in real time,561

these cues also give us a glimpse into the user’s state of mind562

during the interview, allowing us to observe the impact of the563

virtual agent’s actions on the user.564

To compute the audio features intensity, loudness, pitch, and565

energy we use OpenSMILE [23]. Other features are calculated566

using algorithms provided by PRAAT [24], [25]. Both systems567

have been integrated into the SSI Framework to process all568

features in real time. Relevant parts (e.g., only when the user is569

speaking) are segmented by voice activity detection to calculate570

features on utterances of speech. Furthermore, we integrated571

the Microsoft Speech Platform to our system to allow keyword572

detection for simple answers and backchanneling, as well as573

agent and scene control.574

B. Behavior and Interaction Management575

The behavior and interaction management, the dialog flow,576

and the content in our application are modeled using the author-577

ing tool VisualSceneMaker (VSM) [26]. VSM is programmed578

in Java and designed precisely to tackle the main challenges579

that arise when modeling interpersonal coordination [27] and580

grounding [28] in applications in which social agents interact581

with humans in situated dialogs and collaborative joint actions.4582

On one hand, it involves the creation of well-aligned multimodal583

behavior which integrates context knowledge and can automat-584

ically be varied in order to avoid repetitive behaviors. On the585

other hand, it requires the evaluation of temporal and seman-586

tic fusion constraints for the incremental recognition of various587

bidirectional and multimodal behavior patterns. Finally, a funda-588

mental challenge is also the proper coordination, prioritization,589

3http://openssi.net
4http://scenemaker.dfki.de/

and synchronization of a multitude of concurrent, nested, re- 590

ciprocal, and intertwined processes that are used to implement 591

various behavioral functions on different behavioral levels. 592

To meet these requirements, the modeling approach with 593

VSM divides the entire modeling process into three largely 594

independent tasks. The authors primarily rely on the following 595

visual and declarative modeling formalisms and textual script- 596

ing languages. 597

1) A textual template-based specification language (compa- 598

rable to TV and theatre scene scripts) is used for the hybrid 599

creation of knowledge-based and scripted multimodal be- 600

havior and dialog content and behavioral activities [29]. 601

2) A logic fact base and logic constraints are used for mul- 602

timodal fusion and knowledge reasoning as well as asyn- 603

chronous interprocess communication [30]. 604

3) The dialog and behavior flow, as well as interaction logic, 605

are modeled with a hierarchical and concurrent state-chart 606

variant [31]. 607

Typically, states and transitions are augmented with queries to 608

the logic fact base, playback commands for behavioral activities, 609

and dialog utterances. 610

The modeling approach of VSM significantly facilitates the 611

distributed and iterative development of clearly structured, eas- 612

ily maintainable and reusable computational dialog, behavior, 613

and interaction models of social agents. The execution envi- 614

ronment of VSM pursues an interpreter approach such that its 615

IDE enables an all-time modification and visualization of these 616

models. 617

C. Interactive 3-D Environment With Virtual agents 618

Fig. 4 shows a collage of several locations of the EmpaT 619

virtual 3-D environment (VRE) rendered by an extended version 620

of the Unity3D framework.5 621

The virtual environment features the realistic looking 3-D 622

virtual social agents Tom, Tommy, and Susanne6 (see Fig. 3) 623

besides standard Unity3D virtual agents. They are capable of 624

performing social cue-based interaction with the user. Their 625

lip-sync speech output is using the state-of-the-art Nuance Text- 626

To-Speech system. For a more advanced animation control, they 627

allow the direct manipulation of skeleton model joints (e.g., the 628

neck joint or the spine joint). Also, clothing, hairstyle, acces- 629

sories, and skin color are customizable. About their communi- 630

cation style, they come with 36 conversational motion-captured 631

gestures (in standing and sitting position), which can be modi- 632

fied during run-time in some aspects (e.g., overall speed, exten- 633

sion, etc.). Besides that, the social agents come with a catalog 634

of 14 facial expressions, which contains among others the six 635

basic emotion expression defined by Ekman [32]. 636

D. Remote Control and Automatic Behavior Annotation 637

In order to realize a flexible usage of the EmpaT system, 638

all components of the EmpaT system can be remotely con- 639

trolled (e.g., started, stopped, variable assignment, and message 640

5http://www.tricat.net
6http://www.charamel.com
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Fig. 6. StudyMaster displays component messages of on-going interactions.

sending). This is realized by the VSM that provides remote con-641

trol interfaces for all components and to the remote control tool642

StudyMaster (see Fig. 6).643

The StudyMaster exists in two versions: first, an iOS ver-644

sion for Apple iOS devices, written in the Swift programming645

language,7 and second, a Java version that runs on every oper-646

ating system that fully supports Java. StudyMaster receives and647

sends component messages via a UPD network interface and648

displays them in a time aligned list. The tool enables to start, to649

alter, and to observe ongoing interactions. For example:650

1) AskUserToSitDown—VSM reports that the Scene is651

performed in which the user is asked to sit down;652

2) TrackingOkay—SSI reports Kinect tracking is work-653

ing;654

3) User_Talks—SSI has detected a user voice signal for655

more than 200 ms;656

4) User_Is_Silent—SSI reports the absence of a user’s657

voice signal after the user has talked for a while.658

The introduction of a dedicated remote control tool allows659

study experimenters to fully control the EmpaT game environ-660

ment without being present in the same room as the participant.661

For a postinteraction analysis, we implemented NovA [33]662

(non)verbal Annotator.8 NovA enables the learners to inspect663

previous interactions and provides them with an objective report664

of the social interactions. Typically, different kinds of behaviors665

are coded on different parallel tracks so that their temporal666

relationships are clearly visible. Fig. 7 illustrates how NovA667

determines the level of engagement of an interviewee based on668

recognized events. In Fig. 7(a), the participant has an open body669

posture while looking toward the interlocutor and orientating670

his body in the same direction. In Fig. 7(b), nothing specific671

7https://swift.org
8http://openssi.net/nova

Fig. 7. Comparison of detected cues for (a) high, (b) medium, and (c) low
engagement.

is detected, and Fig. 7(c) demonstrates the outcome when the 672

participant uses body language regarded as an indicator of a low 673

amount of engagement, such as leaning back, looking away, and 674

crossing the arms. Bar charts are representing the outcome of the 675

user state recognition for each calculation, which is performed 676

every second. 677

V. STUDIES 678

In the following section, we are going to outline four user 679

studies. The first user study was conducted within the TARDIS 680

project and focused on the core question of a serious game 681

environment: “How does a serious game perform in comparison 682

to traditional learning methods?” In second and third studies, 683

we focused on the agents (TARDIS study) and objects (EmpaT 684

study) influencing the player’s emotional reactions. A fourth 685

study (EmpaT study) is about how the virtual environment may 686

influence the users’ emotional reaction. 687

Within the TARDIS project, we conducted an in situ study 688

[34] at a local school in Bavaria to investigate the impact of a 689

job interview training game on 20 underprivileged youngsters 690

(10 female) in the age range of 13 to 16. The study was embedded 691

in the existing job interview training of the school. Following a 692

three-day user study, we found that pupils who worked with the 693

training system improved more than those who used traditional 694

learning methods, i.e., reading a written job interview guide. 695

More precisely, professional practitioners rated the overall per- 696

formance of the pupils who trained with the system significantly 697

better than of those who did not. The system also left a good 698

impression on the school teachers who stated that “using the sys- 699

tem, pupils seem to be highly motivated and able to learn how 700

to improve their behavior [...] they usually lack such motivation 701

during class.” As a possible reason for this, they mentioned the 702

technical nature of the system, which “transports the experience 703

into the youngster’s world” and that the technology-enhanced 704

debriefing phase “makes the feedback much more believable.” 705

Pupils also seemed to enjoy interacting with the system. Most 706

of them asked questions regarding how the score was computed, 707

and which of their behaviors contributed to the final score. This 708

suggests that the scoring functionality had a positive effect on 709

the pupils’ engagement in the exercise. Furthermore, the game 710
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Fig. 8. Real-time feedback through signal lights (highlighted area shows the
magnified version of each signal light).

cards were also received well. One participant even asked for711

permission to photograph the game cards so she would be able712

to study them at home.713

A second study carried out in the frame of the EmpaT project714

builds upon the findings of the first study, but it adds some impor-715

tant changes compared to the first study. Most importantly, the716

game cards are replaced by virtual real time feedback through717

signal lights on the right side of the screen [2]. These signal718

lights (see Fig. 8) provided participants with feedback on seven719

aspects of their nonverbal behavior (smiling, eye contact, pos-720

ture, arms crossed, nodding, voice volume, and voice energy). In721

the case of participants expressing adequate nonverbal behavior,722

the signal light turned green; it turned red if the participants’723

behavior was not appropriate. It is important to mention that724

feedback thresholds were based on the psychological literature725

on nonverbal behavior in general and on nonverbal behavior in726

interviews.727

For example, the threshold for voice volume was 57 dB,728

which is slightly louder than voice volume in a normal conver-729

sation [35]. For other nonverbal behavior, we defined ranges of730

adequate behavior, for instance in the introduction phase, one731

to three smiles were defined as adequate, since too less and732

too much smiling can be detrimental for interview ratings [36]733

(for detailed information about the definition of the nonverbal734

feedback, please refer to [2]. During this study, 70 participants735

(50 female) with a mean age of 24 years from two German736

universities took part in an interview training study. Partici-737

pants either received conventional job interview training (i.e.,738

information, pictures, and videos on how to behave during job739

interviews) or they took part in one round of the EmpaT game;740

training in both conditions took about 20 min, and participants741

fulfilled the training on their own and without any support of742

the experimenter. The crucial difference between the training743

approaches was that during the EmpaT game, participants ac-744

tively experienced the interview process in the interaction with745

Fig. 9. Understanding (top) and demanding (bottom) virtual job recruiters.

the virtual interviewer, and received real-time feedback for their 746

nonverbal behavior using the aforementioned signal lights. After 747

the training, participants answered the measurement of anxiety 748

in selection interviews [37], and then they were interviewed 749

by a trained interviewer. The interviewer assessed participants 750

nonverbal behavior and interview performance in a 20-min 751

semistructured interview. Results showed that participants in 752

the EmpaT game group reported less interview anxiety [t(68) = 753

1.67, p < 0.05], they were evaluated as showing more adequate 754

nonverbal behavior [t(68) = 1.69, p < 0.05], and they received 755

higher interview ratings [t(68) = 2.50, p < 0.05]; for detailed 756

results consult [2]. 757

A third study that was conducted in the TARDIS project 758

focused on the question of how to increase the level of diffi- 759

culty by modifying the behavior of the agents in a way that 760

is correlated to the expected level of stress [26]. To this end, 761

we created two profiles of a female virtual job recruiter, un- 762

derstanding, and demanding (see Fig. 9). The former one is 763

defined by letting the agent show narrow gestures close to the 764

body and facial expressions that can be related to positive emo- 765

tions (e.g., joy, admiration, and happy-for), as well as a friendly 766

head and gaze behavior. Additionally, this agent is using shorter 767

pauses (in comparison to the demanding agent). On the ver- 768

bal level, explanations and questions show appreciation for the 769

user and contain many politeness phrases. The latter one shows 770

more space-taking (dominant) gestures and facial expressions 771

that can be related to negative emotions (e.g., distress, anger, or 772
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reproach), uses longer pauses to show dominance in explana-773

tions and questions, and has a dominant gaze behavior.774

On the verbal level, comments and questions are strict and775

contain very few politeness phrases. In the evaluation, 24 partici-776

pants (7 female) with an average age of 29 years were randomly777

confronted with the two virtual job recruiters in a simulated778

job interview. The data included both, subjective measurements779

in questionnaires and objective measurements like breathing780

pauses and movement energy. The results of the questionnaires781

showed that the personality profiles of the virtual agents had an782

impact on the perceived user experience: the demanding agent783

induced a higher level of stress than the understanding agent.784

Participants also felt less comfortable when interacting with the785

demanding agent and perceived the interview with this agent786

as more challenging. Furthermore, they rated their performance787

lower when interacting with this agent. The objective data sup-788

ported the findings in the questionnaire. The authors interpreted789

less breathing pauses in the speech and higher movement energy790

during the demanding condition as a sign for an increased stress791

level.792

Overall, the study shows that it is possible to convey a dif-793

ferent learning atmosphere by confronting learners with two794

opposed agent personalities.795

While the third study focused on the impact of the agents796

on the user’s emotional reaction, a fourth study conducted in797

the EmpaT project investigated how the virtual environment798

may influence the player’s emotional reaction. In TARDIS,799

the virtual environment consisted only of one room, the room800

where the interview took place. There was no environment like801

a company building that could evoke a high degree of im-802

mersion in the whole situation. The EmpaT 3-D environment803

(see Section IV-C) allows us to have participants experience the804

whole interview situation including the following parts: reach-805

ing the company, entering the lobby, announcing one’s arrival806

at the reception, waiting in the reception area, going to the in-807

terview room, the actual job interview, and the leaving of the808

company. During all those steps, participants are confronted809

with social situations and perceive an atmosphere that has been810

created with specific research questions in mind. For example,811

it is possible to manipulate the wall colors and light conditions812

to find out whether the design of the virtual environment af-813

fects the user. This is done in an ongoing study in the EmpaT814

project. The study tries to give insights about the design of the815

virtual environment in which a job interview training should816

take place. We conduct virtual job interviews in the following817

three different rooms:818

1) a neutral one with a neutral wall color and light;819

2) an unpleasant one with a dark red wall color and evening820

light (see Fig. 10, right-hand side);821

3) a pleasant one with a friendly light green wall color and822

bright light like on a sunny day (see Fig. 10, left-hand823

side).824

Measurements include the selection procedural justice scale825

(SPJS) [38], a measure very commonly used for investigating826

acceptance of a personnel selection situation (like a job in-827

terview), where participants have to assess, for instance, the828

perceived level of interpersonal treatment and opportunity to829

Fig. 10. Different wall colors and brightness.

perform during the selection interview. Results of the SPJS will 830

indicate, how users experienced the interview itself but also the 831

virtual interviewer. For instance, we hypothesize that an un- 832

pleasant room could also reflect the virtual interviewer, who 833

might be perceived less favorable but also to users’ perceptions 834

of their performance during the interview. Therefore, partici- 835

pants also have to evaluate their performance, their affective 836

state (emotions, mood), and the virtual room itself. 837

These data are not yet entirely available, however, prelimi- 838

nary results show that though the room design does not influence 839

participants’ perceptions of the room consciously, the room de- 840

sign seems to affect the assessment of the recruiter as well as the 841

job interview and the self-rated performance. Further analysis 842

of the data will show if the additional evaluation of users’ inter- 843

view performance by a human resource specialist confirms the 844

subjective data, which would point toward a strong influence of 845

the environment on users’ behavior. 846

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 847

In this paper, we presented an overview of serious game 848

concepts for the design of our serious games. Also, we described 849

the central components of a software platform for creating and 850

researching serious games that support social coaching in the 851

context of job interviews. The platform integrates state-of-the- 852

art technologies for social signal analysis, interaction modeling, 853

and multimodal behavior synthesis. It furthermore incorporates 854

elements from serious game concepts to motivate players and 855

thus increases their willingness to engage in learning. 856

We presented studies that revealed the benefits of games over 857

books in the context of job interviews. Within two further exper- 858

iments, we focused on the impact of the agents and the environ- 859

ment on the learner’s experience. Within TARDIS, we showed 860

that adaptations of the agents’ behavior might induce different 861

levels of stress in the player. Within EmpaT, we demonstrated 862

that even minor changes in the environment, such as chang- 863

ing the room’s wall color, may have a measurable effect on 864
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the user’s learning experience. The two studies revealed that865

designers of learning environments should be aware that even866

seeming insignificant attributes might have a significant impact867

on the learner.868

However, a considerable amount of work is still required869

to further explore the relationship between agents, the virtual870

environment, and the learner’s experience.871
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Serious Games for Training Social Skills in
Job Interviews

1

2

Patrick Gebhard , Tanja Schneeberger, Elisabeth André, Tobias Baur, Ionut Damian, Gregor Mehlmann,
Cornelius König, and Markus Langer

3

4

Abstract—In this paper, we focus on experience-based role play5
with virtual agents to provide young adults at the risk of exclu-6
sion with social skill training. We present a scenario-based serious7
game simulation platform. It comes with a social signal interpre-8
tation component, a scripted and autonomous agent dialog and9
social interaction behavior model, and an engine for 3-D rendering10
of lifelike virtual social agents in a virtual environment. We show11
how two training systems developed on the basis of this simulation12
platform can be used to educate people in showing appropriate13
socioemotive reactions in job interviews. Furthermore, we give an

Q1
14

overview of four conducted studies investigating the effect of the15
agents’ portrayed personality and the appearance of the environ-16
ment on the players’ perception of the characters and the learning17
experience.

Q2
18

Index Terms—.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

P EDAGOGICAL role play with virtual agents offers great21

promise for social skill training. It provides learners with22

a realistic, but safe environment that enables them to train spe-23

cific verbal and nonverbal behaviors in order to adapt to socially24

challenging situations. At the same time, learners benefit from25

the gamelike environment, which increases not only their en-26

joyment and motivation but also enables them to take a step27

back from the environment and think about their behavior if28

necessary.29

In this paper, we will present a scenario-based serious game30

simulation platform that supports social training and coaching in31

the context of job interviews. The game simulation platform has32

been developed in the TARDIS project [1] and further extended33
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Fig. 1. User interacting with TARDIS. Paperboard cards give hints on how to
behave for each phase of a job interview.

in the EmpaT project [2]. The platform includes technology 34

to detect the users’ emotions and social attitudes in real time 35

through voice, gestures, and facial expressions during the in- 36

teraction with a virtual agent as a job interviewer. To achieve 37

their pedagogical goals, TARDIS and EmpaT need to expose the 38

players to situations in the learning environment that evoke sim- 39

ilar reactions in them as real job interviews. They require a high 40

demand for computational intelligence and perceptual skills in 41

order to understand the player’s socioemotional reactions and 42

optimally adapt the pace of learning. 43

In TARDIS, users were able to interact with a virtual recruiter 44

that responded to their paraverbal and nonverbal behaviors (see 45

Fig. 1). However, users were not immersed in the physical setting 46

in which the job interview took place (e.g., the building and the 47

room style, the employees, or the specific atmospheric setup). 48

Furthermore, the TARDIS users’ experience is limited to the job 49

interview setup, in which the user sits in front of the virtual job 50

recruiter at a desk. 51

EmpaT embeds the job interview into a virtual environment 52

that comes with a virtual personal assistant who explains every 53

step of the job interview experience. Moreover, the virtual envi- 54

ronment allows simulating various challenges that come along 55

with job interviews, as that users may navigate through to find 56

the room where the actual job interview will take place (see 57

Fig. 2). On their way to the interview, users arrive to the re- 58

ception desk asking for the job interview appointment and wait 59

until they are called for the interview in the nearby lobby. In 60

2475-1502 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 2. Company building in EmpaT, in which the interview takes place.

the waiting phase, users can observe the daily routine of the61

simulated employees. The EmpaT system allows confronting62

users with situations that might increase their uneasiness, for63

example, when having to ask unfriendly personnel for direc-64

tions or in case of interruptions during the actual job interview.65

Thus, EmpaT enables a more comprehensive experience that66

includes all phases of a job interview from entering to leaving67

the building of the company where the job interview takes place.68

In the following, we will first discuss related work on the69

use of computer-enhanced role play for social coaching. After70

that, we will analyze elements of game design that may have71

an impact on the achievement of pedagogical goals in social72

coaching. We then present the serious game simulation platform73

that supports social learning in the context of job interviews.74

Finally, we present four studies we conducted to investigate the75

impact of serious games for social skill training and the influence76

of the agents’ behaviors and the physical environment on the77

players’ perception of the agents and the learning experience.78

II. RELATED WORK79

Computerized social skill training tools have seen rapid evo-80

lution in recent years due to advances in the areas of social81

signal processing as well as improvements in the audio-visual82

rendering of virtual agents. Such tools are meant to complement83

or even substitute traditional training approaches.84

A variety of serious games employs role play with virtual85

agents that foster reflection about socioemotional interactions.86

An example includes the anti-bullying Game FearNot! that has87

been developed within the project eCircus [3]. The project in-88

vestigates how social learning may be enhanced through inter-89

active role play with virtual agents that establish empathetic90

relationships with the learners. It creates interactive stories in a91

virtual school with embodied conversational agents in the role92

of bullies, helpers, victims, etc. The children run through vari-93

ous bullying episodes, interact with the virtual agents after each94

episode, and provide advice to them. The benefit of educational95

role plays of this kind lies in the fact that they promote reflective96

thinking. Results of a conducted evaluation [4] showed that the97

system had a positive effect on the children’s abilities to cope 98

with bullying. 99

Role play with virtual agents has also been a popular ap- 100

proach to educate users in cultural sensitivity. Employing role 101

play with virtual agents that represent different cultures, users 102

are supposed to develop a better understanding of other cultures. 103

Eventually, the users are expected to develop intercultural empa- 104

thy and reduce their negative attitude toward other cultures. An 105

example of such a system has been developed within the eCute 106

project: The objective of MIXER (moderating interactions for 107

cross-cultural empathic relationships)1 is to enable users to ex- 108

perience emotions that are usually elicited during interactions of 109

members of a different group [5]. To this end, children are con- 110

fronted with scenarios in which virtual agents appear to violate 111

previously introduced rules in a game scenario. Such a situa- 112

tion leads inevitably to frustration and negative attitudes toward 113

members of the other group. By interacting with MIXED, chil- 114

dren are expected to learn to reflect about behaviors of other 115

groups and reconsider potentially existing prejudices against 116

them. The setting was inspired by the card-game BARNGA, 117

which has been successfully used for cultural training of adults 118

[6]. Other than expected by the authors, the MIXER game did 119

not foster cultural awareness in children in a pilot study. The 120

authors assumed that the learning objectives MIXER was de- 121

signed to meet were not appropriate for the age group that was 122

not able to cope with the negative rule-clash-based conflict. 123

While the above-described systems analyze the user’s verbal 124

and nonverbal behaviors for the purpose of the interaction, their 125

primary objective is to help users cope with socially challeng- 126

ing situations. They do not aim at teaching users appropriate 127

socioemotional communication skills directly. 128

Within the project ASD-Inclusion [7], techniques for the 129

recognition of human socioemotional behaviors have been em- 130

ployed to help children who have autism to improve their socioe- 131

motional communication skills. A game platform with virtual 132

agents has been developed that enables children to learn how 133

emotions can be expressed and recognized via gestures, facial, 134

and vocal expressions in a virtual game world. A requirement 135

analysis revealed the need to incorporate an appropriate incen- 136

tive system to keep children engaged. Therefore, the authors 137

implemented a monetary system which rewarded children with 138

virtual money for improved performance from which they could 139

buy items for their avatars. 140

Furthermore, social signal processing techniques have been 141

employed to automatically record and analyze the learner’s so- 142

cial and emotional signals, whereas virtual agents are employed 143

to simulate various social situations, such as social gatherings 144

[8] or public speeches [9]. Similar to our work is a job interview 145

simulation with a virtual agent by Hoque et al. [10]. They ex- 146

plored the impact of the job interview training environment on 147

MIT students and concluded that students who used the system 148

to train, experienced a larger performance increase than students 149

who used conventional methods. These results are encouraging 150

for our research. However, while Hoque et al. recruited MIT 151

students as participants, our target group are job-seeking young 152

1http://ecute.eu/mixer/
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people who have been categorized as being at risk of exclusion.153

Furthermore, they did not explicitly incorporate elements from154

games to increase the players’ motivation.155

A number of studies reveal the positive effects of gamelike156

environments for social coaching. However, the research con-157

ducted in the eCute project also points out difficulties in design-158

ing a gamelike environment that achieves particular pedagogical159

goals. Overall, there is still a lack of knowledge on the relation-160

ship between specific game attributes and learning outcomes.161

In the next section, we use the taxonomy by Bedwell and col-162

leagues [11] as a starting point for the analysis of game attributes163

in TARDIS and EmpaT.164

III. GAME EXPERIENCE165

To support social coaching in TARDIS and EmpaT, we incor-166

porated elements from serious games for which we hypothesized167

a positive effect on learning. To this end, we consulted the work168

by Wilson et al. [12] as well as Bedwell et al. [11] who identified169

eight categories of game attributes designers should be espe-170

cially aware of when developing gamified environments: action171

language, assessment, conflict/challenge, control, environment,172

game fiction, human interaction, immersion, and rules/goals. In173

the remainder of this section, we take a closer look upon seven174

of these game attribute categories (we will not include human175

interaction, as there is no human interaction in the two job in-176

terview training games) and describe to what extent they have177

been taken into account during the design of the job interview178

games in TARDIS and EmpaT.179

A. Nonverbal and Paraverbal Behavior as an180

“Action Language”181

Action language defines the way how users interact with the182

game (e.g., by using a joystick or a keyboard). It is an important183

aspect to consider when designing gamified environments as the184

mode of interaction may have a strong influence on the learn-185

ing outcome [12]. In commercial computer games, the action186

language employed to communicate with the game represents187

a well-defined mapping between commands to be input by the188

user and actions to be executed by the game. Unlike commercial189

games, TARDIS and EmpaT rely on natural forms of interaction190

with focus on paraverbal and nonverbal behavior to which the191

interview agents react in a believable manner.192

This form of interaction poses particular challenges to the193

design of the interaction. Due to deficiencies of current technol-194

ogy to process natural language input, effective strategies had195

to be found to support a consistent and coherent conversational196

flow. Based on an evaluation of Façade, a gamelike interactive197

storytelling scenario with conversational agents, Mehta et al.198

[13] came up with a number of guidelines and recommenda-199

tions for dialogue design in gamelike environments, such as200

avoiding shallow confirmations of user input and supporting201

the user’s abilities to make sense of recognition flaws. Both in202

TARDIS and in EmpaT, the user is supposed to play a role that203

is in accordance by the learning goals. To support a smooth con-204

versational flow, the virtual agents provide explicit interaction205

prompts. That is the agents are modeled in a way that they are206

requesting specific information from the user. This way, the user 207

knows what kind of input is required and learns at the same time 208

which questions are typically asked in a job interview. As long 209

as the user follows the rules of the game, there is no need to 210

conduct a deep semantic analysis of the user’s utterances even 211

though some simple form of keyword spotting has shown ben- 212

eficial. Due to the design of the scenario, failures of the natural 213

language understanding technologies could be interpreted as 214

communication issues that typically arise in job interviews. For 215

example, a virtual job interviewer shifting to another topic due 216

to natural language understanding problems may still provide 217

a compelling performance, for example, by indicating boredom 218

of the previous topic. Text-based input would facilitate the anal- 219

ysis of natural language input significantly. However, this option 220

had to be discarded in our case. First, text-based input would 221

break the illusion of a realistic job interview. Second, users 222

are expected to acquire appropriate paraverbal and nonverbal 223

behaviors that have to be synchronized with their speech. Con- 224

sequently, the game environment should enable them to practice 225

these behaviors. 226

B. Assessment Through Social Sensing 227

Assessment refers to the feedback given to the user on their 228

progress [14]. In order to keep users motivated, it is essential to 229

provide feedback to them on how well they are doing so far and 230

how advanced they are regarding specific goals [11]. In a social 231

setting with virtual agents, direct feedback can be given natu- 232

rally by the agents’ nonverbal and verbal cues. However, users 233

might not always understand such implicit cues. Learning to read 234

somebody’s body language could be the topic of a serious game 235

on its own, but would distract from the actual learning goals 236

here. In order to increase the agents’ believability in TARDIS 237

and EmpaT, they respond immediately to the user’s input by 238

appropriate nonverbal and verbal cues. However, we also in- 239

corporated more explicit feedback in TARDIS and EmpaT that 240

helps users improve their behavior in subsequent interactions. 241

In TARDIS, we implemented a reward system that remuner- 242

ates users after execution of successful actions. To encourage 243

adequate behaviors, the system scores the users’ performance 244

and rewards him or her with points if he or she behaves in com- 245

pliance with behaviors specified on a game card (see Fig. 1). A 246

score for the user’s behavior is computed in real time during the 247

interaction by using sensing devices to recognize social cues, 248

such as a smile or crossed arms. Providing feedback on social 249

behavior is an ambitious task due to the high amount of subjec- 250

tivity and lack of transparency. For example, it may be coun- 251

terproductive to tell the user that he or she appears disengaged 252

without giving him or her the reasons for such an assessment. 253

Therefore, TARDIS offers additional feedback to users in a de- 254

briefing phase through a graphical user interface that highlights 255

social cues that contributed to the system’s assessment of the 256

user’s behavior (see Section IV-D). 257

In EmpaT, we are currently exploring possibilities of giving 258

users continuous feedback on their behavior and progress. The 259

challenge consists in providing such feedback without disturb- 260

ing the flow of the game. Currently, we are investigating the use 261
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of signal lights to give feedback on paraverbal and nonverbal262

behavior dynamically and in real time. For example, the signal263

light for eye contact would turn red if someone is not keeping eye264

contact with the interviewer for a predefined ratio of time, but265

the signal light would adapt dynamically and turn green again266

if the participant succeeds in keeping eye contact for longer267

than the above-mentioned ratio of time. Furthermore, we are268

studying immediate reactions of the virtual interview agent to269

the users’ behavior, such as exhorting users if they interrupt the270

virtual agent during its speech. This kind of assessment raises271

awareness of how to behave during job interviews and enable272

them to learn how to apply nonverbal behavior adequately. Fur-273

thermore, positive feedback improves the users’ self-efficacy274

and enhances their motivation to keep on training social skills275

behaviors.276

C. Different Levels of Conflict/Challenge277

Adding conflict/challenge leads to difficulties and problems278

within the game that need to be solved, as well as to uncer-279

tainties enhancing the tension. For instance, random events like280

employees coming into the interview room and disturbing the281

interaction can add unforeseeable aspects. Another example282

would be that participants can be confronted with job interview283

questions of varying difficulty enhancing replayability. Thus,284

conflict/challenge is a driving force within the game that keeps285

the users motivated to proceed [11], [15]. It is important to note286

that it is crucial to define difficulty levels carefully, so the game287

is sufficiently challenging, but not too difficult [12].288

Within TARDIS and EmpaT, we implemented various levels289

of difficulty offering a challenging experience for users with290

different levels of job interview experience.291

TARDIS makes use of one virtual agent with different social292

behavior profiles, understanding and demanding, which conse-293

quently influence the level of difficulty of the simulation as well294

as the impact on the user.295

In EmpaT, job interviews are performed by one out of two296

virtual interviewers of different age: a young and middle-aged297

male, and a 50-years old female (see Fig. 3, center and right-298

hand sides) reflecting experience and status of the agent [16].299

Furthermore, these agents express different nonverbal and verbal300

behaviors which portray the agents’ personality (understanding,301

demanding, and neutral) [17]. Depending on their personality302

profile, these agents evoke emotions in the user that are experi-303

enced in real job interviews and thus enhance the realism of the304

simulation (see Section V). Also, the EmpaT realization pro-305

vides users with an understanding personal assistant that guides306

the user through the interview experience (see Fig. 3, left-hand307

side).308

In addition to increasing the level of difficulty by agents rep-309

resenting a higher status, EmpaT introduces critical events in310

the job interview. For instance, in an entry level job interview,311

there is a young interview agent in casual clothing behaving in312

amiable manner and asking easy and common interview ques-313

tions. In comparison, at a higher level, the age and appearance314

of the interview agent reflect a more experienced member of the315

organization or even the leader of the company. Questions in the316

Fig. 3. Virtual 3-D environment (VRE) social agents.

higher level job interview are less common or even provoking. 317

Thus, interviewees have to adapt to the enhanced degree of dif- 318

ficulty through different behavior. Also, random events can be 319

added. For example, another virtual agent might enter the room 320

or the interviewer might make a challenging comment on the 321

user’s behavior. This way, the game can be modulated to create 322

tension and stress in the users similarly to a real job interview 323

situation, thus enhancing the realism of the simulation. Provid- 324

ing challenges to the users can lead to reduced anxiety in real 325

job interview situations and improved self-efficacy because the 326

users already have experienced similar situations in the training 327

game. Moreover, customizable difficulty and random events en- 328

hance replayability, further increasing exposure to the training 329

environment. 330

D. Guided Control 331

Control describes how much users can influence the game by 332

their actions [11], [15]. A high level of control can positively 333

impact the users’ experience, but it can also be detrimental if 334

users get lost within the environment [11]. Within the EmpaT 335

job interview training, the user can walk around freely to explore 336

the virtual environment. However, at some point, the user will 337

be led to the meeting room by the virtual interviewer. 338

When designing the dialog with the virtual interviewer, the 339

question arises of how much control should be given to the 340

user. A mixed-initiative dialog gives more freedom to the user. 341

However, it also requires more sophisticated language under- 342

standing capabilities than system-initiative dialog. In [18], we 343

compared the system-initiative dialog with mixed-initiative di- 344

alog in a soap-opera-like game environment that included a 345

text input interface to enable users to communicate with virtual 346

agents. The users preferred the mixed-initiative dialog over the 347

system-initiative dialogue even though the mixed-initiative dia- 348

log was less robust. Apparently, the experiential advantages of 349

the mixed-initiative dialog compensated for the lower amount 350

of accuracy in natural language understanding. 351
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TARDIS and EmpaT rely on a speech-based input which352

comes with even greater challenges than a text-based input.353

Therefore, we decided to implement the less demanding option354

of system-initiative dialog in order to ensure a smooth flow of355

dialogue. This interaction style appears to match the situation356

of a job interview well where the applicants are not expected to357

take over control. Furthermore, the system-initiative dialog still358

gives autonomy to the users. During the actual interview, users359

can focus on the main aspects of the simulation: the questions360

the interviewer asks, their answers, and their paraverbal and361

nonverbal behavior—still leaving a high level of control to users362

through speech and body movement. Thus, the simulation and363

its outcomes depend on users’ own actions. This setup enhances364

realism and gives users the opportunity to experiment with their365

nonverbal behavior and learn about consequences.366

E. Realistic Environment367

The environment defines where users find themselves in the368

game and how they see the world [11]. In EmpaT, users see369

the world in first person view as they walk through a realistic370

office building. The entrance hall of the company building has a371

reception desk, where users are welcomed by a virtual agent, a372

waiting room where users wait to be picked up by the interview373

agent, and various rooms where the interview can be conducted.374

Through different places, the situation becomes more realistic as375

users get to know various stages and a variety of job interview376

scenarios. Moreover, different rooms for interview scenarios377

can have entirely different effects on users. Thus they can be378

used strategically to influence users’ interview experience. For379

example, in an easy version of the interview game, users are380

welcomed at the reception and then guided into the meeting381

room, whereas in harder levels, users could initially be seated382

at the waiting area to raise stress level as they are waiting to be383

guided into the office of the CEO of the company.384

F. Game Fiction Employing Intrinsic Fantasy385

Unexpected and unusual concepts have proven to be able to386

increase engagement of users since they can trigger their curios-387

ity and fantasy. Malone [19] distinguishes between two types of388

fantasies: intrinsic and extrinsic. In the case of extrinsic fantasy,389

a problem, e.g., solving a mathematical equation, may be simply390

overlaid with a game, for example, winning a sports competi-391

tion. Whether or not gamers make progress toward the goal of392

the fantasy depends on their abilities to solve the posed problem,393

but not on events in the fantasy. In the case of intrinsic fantasy,394

a problem, e.g., learning social skills, is presented as a com-395

ponent of the fantasy world, e.g., interacting with a virtual job396

interviewer in a three-dimensional (3-D) world. Malone states397

that intrinsic fantasies are more interesting and more instruc-398

tional than extrinsic fantasies. In TARDIS and EmpaT, we rely399

on intrinsic fantasy. That is, there is a close connection between400

the application of skills and the fantasy world.401

A related concept discussed in the literature is curios-402

ity. According to Malone, games can evoke the curiosity by403

putting users in the environment with “optimal level of infor-404

mation complexity.” The environment should be neither too405

complicated nor too simple concerning the users’ existing 406

knowledge. Moreover, it should be novel and surprising, but 407

not incomprehensible. In EmpaT, we increase the user’s cu- 408

riosity by providing them with some initial information on the 409

job but having them discover by themselves details of the job 410

interview (such as the style, format, length, and questions). 411

G. Immersion and Emotional Involvement 412

The phenomenon of immersion has been intensely studied 413

in the context of computer games. Immersion roughly relates 414

to the degree of involvement in a game. Bedwell et al. [11] 415

link immersion to four attributes that may influence learning 416

progress: objects and agents, representation, sensory stimuli, 417

and safety. 418

First, the degree of immersion experienced is determined 419

by the objects and agents included in the game scenario. In 420

TARDIS, we did not pay much attention to the environment of 421

the job interview, but only placed the agents into an office room. 422

EmpaT goes beyond TARDIS by including a virtual building of 423

a company that is inhabited by a variety of agents with different 424

roles. 425

To increase the user’s immersion, the agents in the game need 426

to come across as believable. While, for decades, research has 427

concentrated on geometric body modeling and the development 428

of animation and rendering techniques for virtual agents, other 429

qualities have now come in focus as well, including the simula- 430

tion of conversational and socioemotional behaviors including 431

peculiarities induced by individual personality traits [20]. In 432

order to get immersed in a game, users need to invest emo- 433

tional energy into the game. Strong emotional involvement may 434

be achieved by a compelling performance of the agents in the 435

game. 436

In comparison to TARDIS, EmpaT employs nonplayer agents 437

(NPCs) with autonomous behavior and very limited interac- 438

tion abilities to create a believable background atmosphere (see 439

Fig. 4). For example, on a busy office day, employees meet more 440

frequently. Hence, there is more traffic in the corridor. Further- 441

more, NPCs can react friendly or harshly when the user passes 442

by adding, even more, possibilities to influence users’ emotions 443

(such as anger, frustration, or joy) during the simulated job in- 444

terview. 445

Second, the user’s sense of immersion depends on repre- 446

sentation, i.e., on how realistic the user perceives the gaming 447

environment. To address the aspect of representation, we in- 448

corporated findings of organizational and industrial psychology 449

regarding professional job interview procedures, format, and 450

structure. For example, we included common question types, 451

such as situational questions (e.g., “Imagine your department is 452

working with an outdated administration software. By experi- 453

ence, you know a newer alternative. However, your coworkers 454

are critical about this new software. What would you do in this 455

situation?” [21]). 456

Third, the user’s sense of immersion is influenced by sen- 457

sory stimuli that users perceive during the game experience. 458

We added, among other things, bird sounds, changing light- 459

ing conditions throughout the interview process reflecting a 460
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Fig. 4. Locations of the virtual 3-D environment.

changing daytime, and virtual agents walking around talking to461

each other (see the previously paragraph). These sensory stim-Q3 462

uli let users immerse more deeply into the virtual environment463

as the environment is vivid and changing instead of an entirely464

sterile environment without any noise.465

Fourth, the aspect of safety is defined as a lack of fear toward466

any negative consequences outside of the training situation, thus467

leading to more immersion because users can allow themselves468

to dive into the situation and try out different strategies without469

real-world penalties [11]. Indeed, within the game environment,470

challenging situations might occur in which users feel stress or471

ashamed, but this experience only enhances the realism of the472

simulation as these emotions come close to real job interview473

situations.474

In conclusion, we map real-world job interview procedures475

into a safe virtual environment. This lessens the interview anxi-476

ety, elicits emotions in realistic scenarios, and enhances training477

transfer into real-world job interview situation.478

H. Rules/Goals479

Rules/goals are defined rules after which to play and objec-480

tives that users have to try to achieve within the game [11],481

[15]. The primary goal within the two job interview scenarios482

is to complete job interviews successfully using adequate par-483

averbal and nonverbal behavior. Alongside this goal, the user484

is confronted with smaller goals throughout the interview, e.g.,485

focus on eye contact during the introduction of the organization486

or presenting oneself at the beginning of the interview while487

speaking loud enough and with energetic speech modulation.488

All these small goals lead the way to the primary aim of suc-489

ceeding in the complete simulated job interview and eventually490

to succeed in real-life job interviews. Thus, they motivate and491

guide users toward improving themselves in applying paraver-492

bal and nonverbal behavior as well as in enhancing declarative493

and procedural knowledge about job interviews.494

Fig. 5. EmpaT architecture and processing flow.

IV. ARCHITECTURE 495

The EmpaT architecture extends the TARDIS architecture by 496

the following several aspects: 497

1) three-dimensional virtual environment rendering engine 498

instead of 3-D agent rendering engine; 499

2) extended remote control and logging mechanisms; 500

3) higher resolution depth camera sensors. 501

Fig. 5 shows the following main components and the data 502

flow of the architecture: 503

1) a real-time social signal interpretation framework (SSI); 504

2) a behavior and interaction modeling and execution tool 505

(VSM) that can be controlled remotely; 506

3) a 3-D virtual environment rendering engine (VRE) that 507

are asynchronously coordinated with events exchanged 508

by a UDP network architecture. 509

Each component comes with its own UDP sender and receiver 510

interface. The components SSI, VSM are freely available for re- 511

search purposes. The VRE component is based on the Unity3D2 512

rendering engine, which is also freely available. 513

The system continually captures, analyzes, and logs the user’s 514

voice, gestures, and posture. The minimal processing time for 515

generating a reaction of the current virtual interaction partner 516

is between 25 and 50 ms. The variation in time depends on the 517

amount of signal data of the various communicative channels 518

(voice, gesture, and posture) that have to be analyzed during 519

a user’s input action (see Section IV-A). The reaction genera- 520

tion is always triggered by a user’s voice action. The generation 521

of nonverbal feedback of the virtual interaction partner (e.g., 522

smiling and nodding backchanneling) starts immediately con- 523

cerning the above-mentioned timing. The generation of verbal 524

reactions (e.g., comments to a user’s input) starts as soon as 525

the user has finished speaking plus a configurable offset of 2 s, 526

in which the user can carry on talking, letting the system wait 527

again. We identified by rule of thumb and by user feedback 528

that 2 s seem to be experienced as an adequate “waiting time.” 529

Future versions of the interaction management will be based 530

on a sophisticated turn-taking model that considers various turn 531

related signals (e.g., gaze and head movement). 532

The system runs on a high-performance Windows 10 PC with 533

an Intel i7 Hexa-Core at 3.5 GHz, 16 MB Main Memory, and 534

a 2-GB SSD for fast data recording. It requires a high-quality 535

graphics card (NVIDIA GTX 980) and a monitor that is big 536

enough to display the agent in a realistic size (32′′). To cancel 537

the environmental noise, the user’s voice is recorded with a head 538

2http://unity3d.com
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microphone (Sure SM10 and TASKCAM US144-MKII USB539

Microphone Interface). The Microsoft Kinect II depth sensor540

captures head movements, gestures, and posture.541

A. Social Signal Interpretation542

For capturing the user’s social cues, we make use of the543

Social Signal Interpretation framework (SSI)3 [22]. SSI is im-544

plemented in C/C++ and makes use of multiple CPU cores. The545

SSI framework offers tools to record, analyze, and recognize546

the human behavior, such as gestures, facial expressions, head547

nods, and emotional speech. Following, a patch-based design548

pipelines are set up from autonomic components and allow the549

parallel and synchronized processing of sensor data from multi-550

ple input devices. Furthermore, SSI supports machine learning551

pipelines including the fusion of multiple channels and the syn-552

chronization between multiple computers.553

For TARDIS and EmpaT, we implemented pipelines that in-554

clude the detection of the following behavioral cues.555

1) Body and facial features: Postures, gestures, head gaze,556

smiles, motion energy, overall activation.557

2) Audio features: Voice activity, intensity, loudness, pitch,558

audio energy, duration, pulses, periods, unvoiced frames,559

voice breaks, jitter, shimmer, harmonicity, speech rate.560

Besides enabling the system to react to the user in real time,561

these cues also give us a glimpse into the user’s state of mind562

during the interview, allowing us to observe the impact of the563

virtual agent’s actions on the user.564

To compute the audio features intensity, loudness, pitch, and565

energy we use OpenSMILE [23]. Other features are calculated566

using algorithms provided by PRAAT [24], [25]. Both systems567

have been integrated into the SSI Framework to process all568

features in real time. Relevant parts (e.g., only when the user is569

speaking) are segmented by voice activity detection to calculate570

features on utterances of speech. Furthermore, we integrated571

the Microsoft Speech Platform to our system to allow keyword572

detection for simple answers and backchanneling, as well as573

agent and scene control.574

B. Behavior and Interaction Management575

The behavior and interaction management, the dialog flow,576

and the content in our application are modeled using the author-577

ing tool VisualSceneMaker (VSM) [26]. VSM is programmed578

in Java and designed precisely to tackle the main challenges579

that arise when modeling interpersonal coordination [27] and580

grounding [28] in applications in which social agents interact581

with humans in situated dialogs and collaborative joint actions.4582

On one hand, it involves the creation of well-aligned multimodal583

behavior which integrates context knowledge and can automat-584

ically be varied in order to avoid repetitive behaviors. On the585

other hand, it requires the evaluation of temporal and seman-586

tic fusion constraints for the incremental recognition of various587

bidirectional and multimodal behavior patterns. Finally, a funda-588

mental challenge is also the proper coordination, prioritization,589

3http://openssi.net
4http://scenemaker.dfki.de/

and synchronization of a multitude of concurrent, nested, re- 590

ciprocal, and intertwined processes that are used to implement 591

various behavioral functions on different behavioral levels. 592

To meet these requirements, the modeling approach with 593

VSM divides the entire modeling process into three largely 594

independent tasks. The authors primarily rely on the following 595

visual and declarative modeling formalisms and textual script- 596

ing languages. 597

1) A textual template-based specification language (compa- 598

rable to TV and theatre scene scripts) is used for the hybrid 599

creation of knowledge-based and scripted multimodal be- 600

havior and dialog content and behavioral activities [29]. 601

2) A logic fact base and logic constraints are used for mul- 602

timodal fusion and knowledge reasoning as well as asyn- 603

chronous interprocess communication [30]. 604

3) The dialog and behavior flow, as well as interaction logic, 605

are modeled with a hierarchical and concurrent state-chart 606

variant [31]. 607

Typically, states and transitions are augmented with queries to 608

the logic fact base, playback commands for behavioral activities, 609

and dialog utterances. 610

The modeling approach of VSM significantly facilitates the 611

distributed and iterative development of clearly structured, eas- 612

ily maintainable and reusable computational dialog, behavior, 613

and interaction models of social agents. The execution envi- 614

ronment of VSM pursues an interpreter approach such that its 615

IDE enables an all-time modification and visualization of these 616

models. 617

C. Interactive 3-D Environment With Virtual agents 618

Fig. 4 shows a collage of several locations of the EmpaT 619

virtual 3-D environment (VRE) rendered by an extended version 620

of the Unity3D framework.5 621

The virtual environment features the realistic looking 3-D 622

virtual social agents Tom, Tommy, and Susanne6 (see Fig. 3) 623

besides standard Unity3D virtual agents. They are capable of 624

performing social cue-based interaction with the user. Their 625

lip-sync speech output is using the state-of-the-art Nuance Text- 626

To-Speech system. For a more advanced animation control, they 627

allow the direct manipulation of skeleton model joints (e.g., the 628

neck joint or the spine joint). Also, clothing, hairstyle, acces- 629

sories, and skin color are customizable. About their communi- 630

cation style, they come with 36 conversational motion-captured 631

gestures (in standing and sitting position), which can be modi- 632

fied during run-time in some aspects (e.g., overall speed, exten- 633

sion, etc.). Besides that, the social agents come with a catalog 634

of 14 facial expressions, which contains among others the six 635

basic emotion expression defined by Ekman [32]. 636

D. Remote Control and Automatic Behavior Annotation 637

In order to realize a flexible usage of the EmpaT system, 638

all components of the EmpaT system can be remotely con- 639

trolled (e.g., started, stopped, variable assignment, and message 640

5http://www.tricat.net
6http://www.charamel.com
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Fig. 6. StudyMaster displays component messages of on-going interactions.

sending). This is realized by the VSM that provides remote con-641

trol interfaces for all components and to the remote control tool642

StudyMaster (see Fig. 6).643

The StudyMaster exists in two versions: first, an iOS ver-644

sion for Apple iOS devices, written in the Swift programming645

language,7 and second, a Java version that runs on every oper-646

ating system that fully supports Java. StudyMaster receives and647

sends component messages via a UPD network interface and648

displays them in a time aligned list. The tool enables to start, to649

alter, and to observe ongoing interactions. For example:650

1) AskUserToSitDown—VSM reports that the Scene is651

performed in which the user is asked to sit down;652

2) TrackingOkay—SSI reports Kinect tracking is work-653

ing;654

3) User_Talks—SSI has detected a user voice signal for655

more than 200 ms;656

4) User_Is_Silent—SSI reports the absence of a user’s657

voice signal after the user has talked for a while.658

The introduction of a dedicated remote control tool allows659

study experimenters to fully control the EmpaT game environ-660

ment without being present in the same room as the participant.661

For a postinteraction analysis, we implemented NovA [33]662

(non)verbal Annotator.8 NovA enables the learners to inspect663

previous interactions and provides them with an objective report664

of the social interactions. Typically, different kinds of behaviors665

are coded on different parallel tracks so that their temporal666

relationships are clearly visible. Fig. 7 illustrates how NovA667

determines the level of engagement of an interviewee based on668

recognized events. In Fig. 7(a), the participant has an open body669

posture while looking toward the interlocutor and orientating670

his body in the same direction. In Fig. 7(b), nothing specific671

7https://swift.org
8http://openssi.net/nova

Fig. 7. Comparison of detected cues for (a) high, (b) medium, and (c) low
engagement.

is detected, and Fig. 7(c) demonstrates the outcome when the 672

participant uses body language regarded as an indicator of a low 673

amount of engagement, such as leaning back, looking away, and 674

crossing the arms. Bar charts are representing the outcome of the 675

user state recognition for each calculation, which is performed 676

every second. 677

V. STUDIES 678

In the following section, we are going to outline four user 679

studies. The first user study was conducted within the TARDIS 680

project and focused on the core question of a serious game 681

environment: “How does a serious game perform in comparison 682

to traditional learning methods?” In second and third studies, 683

we focused on the agents (TARDIS study) and objects (EmpaT 684

study) influencing the player’s emotional reactions. A fourth 685

study (EmpaT study) is about how the virtual environment may 686

influence the users’ emotional reaction. 687

Within the TARDIS project, we conducted an in situ study 688

[34] at a local school in Bavaria to investigate the impact of a 689

job interview training game on 20 underprivileged youngsters 690

(10 female) in the age range of 13 to 16. The study was embedded 691

in the existing job interview training of the school. Following a 692

three-day user study, we found that pupils who worked with the 693

training system improved more than those who used traditional 694

learning methods, i.e., reading a written job interview guide. 695

More precisely, professional practitioners rated the overall per- 696

formance of the pupils who trained with the system significantly 697

better than of those who did not. The system also left a good 698

impression on the school teachers who stated that “using the sys- 699

tem, pupils seem to be highly motivated and able to learn how 700

to improve their behavior [...] they usually lack such motivation 701

during class.” As a possible reason for this, they mentioned the 702

technical nature of the system, which “transports the experience 703

into the youngster’s world” and that the technology-enhanced 704

debriefing phase “makes the feedback much more believable.” 705

Pupils also seemed to enjoy interacting with the system. Most 706

of them asked questions regarding how the score was computed, 707

and which of their behaviors contributed to the final score. This 708

suggests that the scoring functionality had a positive effect on 709

the pupils’ engagement in the exercise. Furthermore, the game 710
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Fig. 8. Real-time feedback through signal lights (highlighted area shows the
magnified version of each signal light).

cards were also received well. One participant even asked for711

permission to photograph the game cards so she would be able712

to study them at home.713

A second study carried out in the frame of the EmpaT project714

builds upon the findings of the first study, but it adds some impor-715

tant changes compared to the first study. Most importantly, the716

game cards are replaced by virtual real time feedback through717

signal lights on the right side of the screen [2]. These signal718

lights (see Fig. 8) provided participants with feedback on seven719

aspects of their nonverbal behavior (smiling, eye contact, pos-720

ture, arms crossed, nodding, voice volume, and voice energy). In721

the case of participants expressing adequate nonverbal behavior,722

the signal light turned green; it turned red if the participants’723

behavior was not appropriate. It is important to mention that724

feedback thresholds were based on the psychological literature725

on nonverbal behavior in general and on nonverbal behavior in726

interviews.727

For example, the threshold for voice volume was 57 dB,728

which is slightly louder than voice volume in a normal conver-729

sation [35]. For other nonverbal behavior, we defined ranges of730

adequate behavior, for instance in the introduction phase, one731

to three smiles were defined as adequate, since too less and732

too much smiling can be detrimental for interview ratings [36]733

(for detailed information about the definition of the nonverbal734

feedback, please refer to [2]. During this study, 70 participants735

(50 female) with a mean age of 24 years from two German736

universities took part in an interview training study. Partici-737

pants either received conventional job interview training (i.e.,738

information, pictures, and videos on how to behave during job739

interviews) or they took part in one round of the EmpaT game;740

training in both conditions took about 20 min, and participants741

fulfilled the training on their own and without any support of742

the experimenter. The crucial difference between the training743

approaches was that during the EmpaT game, participants ac-744

tively experienced the interview process in the interaction with745

Fig. 9. Understanding (top) and demanding (bottom) virtual job recruiters.

the virtual interviewer, and received real-time feedback for their 746

nonverbal behavior using the aforementioned signal lights. After 747

the training, participants answered the measurement of anxiety 748

in selection interviews [37], and then they were interviewed 749

by a trained interviewer. The interviewer assessed participants 750

nonverbal behavior and interview performance in a 20-min 751

semistructured interview. Results showed that participants in 752

the EmpaT game group reported less interview anxiety [t(68) = 753

1.67, p < 0.05], they were evaluated as showing more adequate 754

nonverbal behavior [t(68) = 1.69, p < 0.05], and they received 755

higher interview ratings [t(68) = 2.50, p < 0.05]; for detailed 756

results consult [2]. 757

A third study that was conducted in the TARDIS project 758

focused on the question of how to increase the level of diffi- 759

culty by modifying the behavior of the agents in a way that 760

is correlated to the expected level of stress [26]. To this end, 761

we created two profiles of a female virtual job recruiter, un- 762

derstanding, and demanding (see Fig. 9). The former one is 763

defined by letting the agent show narrow gestures close to the 764

body and facial expressions that can be related to positive emo- 765

tions (e.g., joy, admiration, and happy-for), as well as a friendly 766

head and gaze behavior. Additionally, this agent is using shorter 767

pauses (in comparison to the demanding agent). On the ver- 768

bal level, explanations and questions show appreciation for the 769

user and contain many politeness phrases. The latter one shows 770

more space-taking (dominant) gestures and facial expressions 771

that can be related to negative emotions (e.g., distress, anger, or 772
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reproach), uses longer pauses to show dominance in explana-773

tions and questions, and has a dominant gaze behavior.774

On the verbal level, comments and questions are strict and775

contain very few politeness phrases. In the evaluation, 24 partici-776

pants (7 female) with an average age of 29 years were randomly777

confronted with the two virtual job recruiters in a simulated778

job interview. The data included both, subjective measurements779

in questionnaires and objective measurements like breathing780

pauses and movement energy. The results of the questionnaires781

showed that the personality profiles of the virtual agents had an782

impact on the perceived user experience: the demanding agent783

induced a higher level of stress than the understanding agent.784

Participants also felt less comfortable when interacting with the785

demanding agent and perceived the interview with this agent786

as more challenging. Furthermore, they rated their performance787

lower when interacting with this agent. The objective data sup-788

ported the findings in the questionnaire. The authors interpreted789

less breathing pauses in the speech and higher movement energy790

during the demanding condition as a sign for an increased stress791

level.792

Overall, the study shows that it is possible to convey a dif-793

ferent learning atmosphere by confronting learners with two794

opposed agent personalities.795

While the third study focused on the impact of the agents796

on the user’s emotional reaction, a fourth study conducted in797

the EmpaT project investigated how the virtual environment798

may influence the player’s emotional reaction. In TARDIS,799

the virtual environment consisted only of one room, the room800

where the interview took place. There was no environment like801

a company building that could evoke a high degree of im-802

mersion in the whole situation. The EmpaT 3-D environment803

(see Section IV-C) allows us to have participants experience the804

whole interview situation including the following parts: reach-805

ing the company, entering the lobby, announcing one’s arrival806

at the reception, waiting in the reception area, going to the in-807

terview room, the actual job interview, and the leaving of the808

company. During all those steps, participants are confronted809

with social situations and perceive an atmosphere that has been810

created with specific research questions in mind. For example,811

it is possible to manipulate the wall colors and light conditions812

to find out whether the design of the virtual environment af-813

fects the user. This is done in an ongoing study in the EmpaT814

project. The study tries to give insights about the design of the815

virtual environment in which a job interview training should816

take place. We conduct virtual job interviews in the following817

three different rooms:818

1) a neutral one with a neutral wall color and light;819

2) an unpleasant one with a dark red wall color and evening820

light (see Fig. 10, right-hand side);821

3) a pleasant one with a friendly light green wall color and822

bright light like on a sunny day (see Fig. 10, left-hand823

side).824

Measurements include the selection procedural justice scale825

(SPJS) [38], a measure very commonly used for investigating826

acceptance of a personnel selection situation (like a job in-827

terview), where participants have to assess, for instance, the828

perceived level of interpersonal treatment and opportunity to829

Fig. 10. Different wall colors and brightness.

perform during the selection interview. Results of the SPJS will 830

indicate, how users experienced the interview itself but also the 831

virtual interviewer. For instance, we hypothesize that an un- 832

pleasant room could also reflect the virtual interviewer, who 833

might be perceived less favorable but also to users’ perceptions 834

of their performance during the interview. Therefore, partici- 835

pants also have to evaluate their performance, their affective 836

state (emotions, mood), and the virtual room itself. 837

These data are not yet entirely available, however, prelimi- 838

nary results show that though the room design does not influence 839

participants’ perceptions of the room consciously, the room de- 840

sign seems to affect the assessment of the recruiter as well as the 841

job interview and the self-rated performance. Further analysis 842

of the data will show if the additional evaluation of users’ inter- 843

view performance by a human resource specialist confirms the 844

subjective data, which would point toward a strong influence of 845

the environment on users’ behavior. 846

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 847

In this paper, we presented an overview of serious game 848

concepts for the design of our serious games. Also, we described 849

the central components of a software platform for creating and 850

researching serious games that support social coaching in the 851

context of job interviews. The platform integrates state-of-the- 852

art technologies for social signal analysis, interaction modeling, 853

and multimodal behavior synthesis. It furthermore incorporates 854

elements from serious game concepts to motivate players and 855

thus increases their willingness to engage in learning. 856

We presented studies that revealed the benefits of games over 857

books in the context of job interviews. Within two further exper- 858

iments, we focused on the impact of the agents and the environ- 859

ment on the learner’s experience. Within TARDIS, we showed 860

that adaptations of the agents’ behavior might induce different 861

levels of stress in the player. Within EmpaT, we demonstrated 862

that even minor changes in the environment, such as chang- 863

ing the room’s wall color, may have a measurable effect on 864
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the user’s learning experience. The two studies revealed that865

designers of learning environments should be aware that even866

seeming insignificant attributes might have a significant impact867

on the learner.868

However, a considerable amount of work is still required869

to further explore the relationship between agents, the virtual870

environment, and the learner’s experience.871
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